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A REPRESENTATIONAL ACCOUNT FOR
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ABSTRACT
The present study proposes a new in—

terpretation of the underlying distortion
in apraxia of speech. Based on the exper-
imental investigation of coarticulation it
is argued that apraxia of speech has to be
seen as a defective implementation of
phonological representations at the pho-
nology~phonetics interface. The charac-
teristic production deficits of apraxic pa-
tients are explained in terms of
overspecification of phonetic representa—
tions.

INTRODUCTION
Most of the explanatory approaches in

recent research refer to some higher cog-
nitive functions within the motor system
to describe the underlying pathomecha-
nisms in apraxia of speech [I], [2]. Butsrnce pure apraxia of speech affects onlyverbal performance (cf. [1], [2]) and sincepatients suffering from apraxia of speechproduce not only phonetic errors (eg. dis-tortions) but phonemic errors as well (eg.substitutions), it is reasonable to thinkabout a more linguistically based inter-pretation of this disturbance.

_ The aim of this paper is to propose avrew on apraxia of speech which is found-ed on linguistic theory — in particular onnonlinear phonology and feature geome-try — and which is supported by experi-mental evidence.
An important point of modern phono-logical theories is the principle of under-specificatron [3]. Underspecification iscrucral for the description of many com-mon processes such as vowel harmon ,vowel—consonant asymmetries, reductionto unmarked sounds etc. Moreover, it hasbeen shown that classes of sounds caneasrly be defined on the basis of under-

remain unspecified even in phonetic rep
resentations with the corresponding artic-
ulators resting in a neutral position or
moving from one target to another with-
out affecting the actually produced
sound(s).

Now, our hypothesis is that apraxia of
speech can be descibed as the loss of the
ability of constructing underspecified
phonetic representations.

COARTICULATION IN
APRAXIA OF SPEECH

To illustrate and to support the over-
specification hypothesis we will report
some findings of experiments regarding
the coarticulatory performance of patients
with apraxia of speech.

VhV-sequences
The laryngeal fricative [h] is an ele-

ment of the class of sounds which are
maximally underspecified in phonologi-
cal representation — the laryngeals (Cf.
[4]). For laryngeals it is only necessary to
specify the features on the laryngeal tier.
all features dominated by the supralaryn-
geal tier are underspecified:

[h]
l

ROOT
/

LARYNGEAL

[+spread glottis]A [-voice]

So, aSsuming that the supralaryngeal
underspecification is preserved in phone!—
rerepresentation, [h] is expected to [9'
cerve its supralaryngeal features from "5phonetic context. Regarding formal“
structure this supralaryngeal transparency
means, that the place features (which are
primarily reponsible for the formiif1t
structure) of the surrounding vowels de-
termine the position of the noise formimI
of [h].

Figure 1 shows a wide—band SPCCUO‘gram of the first two syllables of the non-sense word gehohe. It is a part Of the U"terance Ich habe gehobe gehart (1 have

Figure I. Wide-band spectrogram and
signal display of gehobe, male control
speaker. Y-axis: frequency in kHz, x-axrs:
time in sec.

heard gehobe) by a male control speaker
(data taken from [6]).

The noise formant of [h] has no target
of itself. It moves, starting at the end of F2
of schwa, to the beginning of F2 of [o]. In
other words, the source quality of [h] is
well defined (laryngeal friction) but the
characteristic of the oral filtering depends
completely on the phonetic context. '

In figure 2, the same part of speech rs
shown, uttered by a male subject suffer-
ing from severe apraxia of speech. He
sustained a left-sided cerebrovascular tn-
farct 2 years prior to testing.

There is no indication for any interac-
tion between the vowels and the [h]. The
vowels and the fricative are completely
seperated. In terms of the overspecifica—
tion hypothesis this can be interpreted as
a full specification of each sound for all

Figure 2. Wide-band spectrogram and
signal display of gehobe, male apraxic
speaker. Y—axis: frequency in kHz, x-axis:
time in sec.

features and, as a result, in the case of [h]
as the loss of the supralaryngeal transpar-
ency.

Figure 3 illustrates the two representa-
tional qualities with a underspecrfied rep-
resentation on the left side and a maxr-
mally specified (i.e. overspecified)
representation on the right side. In the
non—redundant representation all seg—
ments are more or less underspecified. As
mentioned above [h] is most underspeci-
fied, followed by the vowels, which are
only specified for the place features (the
schwa — due to its neutrality — lacks any
further specification below the place
node). The obstruent [g] needs the great-
est amount of specification (cf. [4]).

As the dotted line indicates, formant
interpolation can take place, due to the
lack of any supralaryngeal specrficatron
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Figure 3. Unders eci ted, nan-redundant representation (left) and overspecified repre-
sentation (right) cgfgehobe. The dotted line indicates the abtltty offormant mterpolanon.
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of the segment [h]. Regarding the over-
specified representation, which is hypoth-
esized to be the starting point of apraxic
speech production, it is obvious that the
propensity of features to spread is com-
pletely blocked. It is impossible for adja-
cent segments to interact because their
(potential) transparency is eliminated.

Long-distance anticipatory coar-
ticulation

In the second experiment (cf. [7]) an-
ticipatory labial coarticulation at a dis-
tance has been examined. The material
consists of the two test items Spieligel and
Spielubung embeded in the carrier phrase
lch sagte _ zweimal (I said _ twice).
The syllable structure and the morhologi-
cal structure of both items are identical
(# indicates a strong morheme boundary):

'Ipizligol 'Ipizlybon
[cove] at [V] [CV01

0 o 6
However, they differ in segmental

structure: in the first item the unrounded
vowel [i] serves as the nucleus of the sec—
ond syllable, whereas in the second item
it is the rounded vowel [y]. It is expected
that these different vowel qualities in the
second syllable have a different influence
on the vowel in the first syllable (in both
cases [i]). To check whether there is any
antiCipatory coarticulation we measured
F2 and F3 of the [i] in the first syllable of
both items. If coarticulation takes place
F2 and F3 of [i] in the second item
should be lowered — due to anticipated lip
rounding — compared to F2 and F3 of [i]
in the first item. As figure 4 illustrates this
coarticulatory effect is fairly strong for
control speakers (norml and norm2): F2
of [1] in the second item is by 30/655 Hzlower, F3 is lower even by 42.25/186.75

20
150— ’:2
100— F3

50—
, aptax1

_50_ norm1 norm2 dysarth g aprax2

-100—-
X

Figure 4. [i] in thefirst s l ’
_ . y lable tIll/lvs. 331?,” the first syllable of 35mg;can i erences offormant ' 'Y-axis: diflerence in Hz. frequencres.
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Hz (these are mean values of 4 utterances
of each item). The same effect can be seen
in a dysarthric speaker (dysarth) with a
lowering by 49.25 Hz (F2) and 89.75 Hz
(F3).

In comparison with this the apraxic
subjects (apraxl and aprax2) do not show
any lowering of formants. Apraxl is the
same subject as in the first experiment,
aprax2 is a 69 year old male with mild
apraxia of speech as a result of a large
left-sided cerebrovascular infarct 5 month
prior to testing.

The lack of formant frequency lower-
ing means that each [i] is realized identi—
cally independent of the phonetic context.
The negative value for the difference of
F3 in the case of apraxl is due to a raise
of the third formant in the context with
the rounded vowel following. This might
be interpreted as an instance of dissimila-
tion — to get a better contrast between the
target [i] and the [y] in the next syllable
the formants of [i] are raised.

DISCUSSION
Both experiments have shown that

apraxic speakers do not coarticulate, at
least as far as macro coarticulation is con-
cerned. Regarding micro coarticulation
we have found differences between sub
jects dependend on the severity of the dis-
turbance. In the speech production of
apraxl, who suffers from severe apraxia,
micro coarticulation is also absent. Spec-
trograms of his speech look like sequenc-
es of segmented steady states, with short
intervalls of low energy across the whole
spectrum between adjacent sounds. Tran-
sitions are missing. In comparison the
milder distorted aprax2 does have transt-
tions, at the edges of sounds his ability to
coarticulate seems to be preserved.

In figures 5 to 7 the phonetic represen-
tation of the sequence [ily] is shown.
which was the critical sequence in the
second experiment. The representations
are reduced to crucial gestures. We also
abstained from indicating the hierarchical
ordering to make the illustrations clearer-
The most important difference to phone
logical representations (cf. figure 3) 15
that features are represented as boxes
wrth extensions in the time domain.

The normal, partially underspeCi.fled
r(Eprs‘rSentation is shown in figure 5. Since
[1] and [l] are not specified for round-
ness (assuming non-roundness as neutral ,
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Figure 5. Reduced phonetic representa-
tion of [ily]. Underspecification allows
for the feature [+r0und] to spread for’
ward.

position for the lips) the feature [+r0und]
in the domain of [y] is able to spread for-
ward into the domains of the sounds
ahead. This spreading process is indicated
with a dotted line because the lips are sup-
posed to achieve full rounding slowly
somewhere before the [y]-domain — the
[i] is still perceived as a plain [i], the
correlation for anticipated lip rounding is
only found with the help of acoustic anal-
ysrs.

Overspecified representations as sup-
posed for apraxic speakers are illustrated
in figures 6 and 7. The representation in
figure 6, however, differs from that in fig-
ure 7 in that it is additionally ‘overspeci-
fied in the time domain'. All features of
each segment are completely time aligned
within the domain of the relevant seg-
ment. The lack of feature overlap repre-
sents the described loss of transitional
phases between adjacent sounds in severe
apraxia of speech. On the other side, fig-
ure 7 illustrates that preserved micro
coarticulation is not a contradiction to the

ST [+cont] [+cont]

Han
LB [+r0und]

co[ i-ani

[~back] [-back]

DO ‘ How]

[might
Figure 6. Reduced phonetic representa-
tion of [ily]. Overspecification blocks
spreading processes. Complete time

ill
. alignment represents the loss of micro

coarticulation.

Figure 7. Reduced phonetic representa-
tion of [i 1y]. Overspecification blocks
spreading processes, but micro coarticu-
lation (feature overlap) is intact.

overspecification approach. Feature
spreading at a distance is still blocked due
to overspecification but the possibility of
features to overlap locally is not affected.

CONCLUSION
We have explained one of the main

characteristic of apraxic speech produc-
tion — loss of coarticulation — in terms of
overspecification of phonetic representa-
tions. Furthermore, we think that also oth-
er production deficits which are claimed
to be typical in apraxia are interpretable
within this framework, though we can not
yet provide experimental evidence.
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